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Much attention has recently been focused on the question of whether the .Zapruder film as we know it is the 

camera anginal, or some edited and altered version. This issue is one that has concerned me since July, 1970, 

when I first had the opportunity to examine 35mm positives—made directly from what was supposedly the 8mm 

7?" j ,y MS °mCB °fTIME-LIFE> * which time it became clear that there were splices on the film that had never been reported, and (b) that the wounds looked odd, and had a. “painted on- quality. . 

since the film, was for all practical purposes unavailable, the issues raised by a close examination of the 

IT at any ^ngthin Best Evidence (though I did write a long footnote about possible CIA possession of the film, prior to its going to LIFE Magazine—see Chapter 24). However, those issues are central to 

the question of whether the Presidents wounds were altered between the time the body was seen at Parkland 

Hospital, and the Bethesda autopsy some 6 hours later. 

The Zapruder film is important because, for all practical purposes, that 8mm contains the only “medical 

photographs of the Presidents wounds, as they were in Dallas; and that photograph record does not show what 

the Valias doctors saw—a wound at the back of the head. 

Instead, the back of the head shows a blacked out area, frame 313 shows an explosion at the front of the 

wou^idthereVera f°ll°wing /hlme 313~™tobly frames 335 and 337-show what is supposed to be 

Is the film correct, and. were all the Dallas doctors—with a description of a wound at the back of the head— 

T?1*8' Or was the film, along with the body, altered, to reflect different medical-legal facts—i.e„ to support a 
false story of a President shot only from behind? 

,. ls!?Jlat the lssuejs al1 about, and I am delighted to see a new generation of researchers address the 
subject. The discussions at the 1996Lancer Conference in Dallas were an important step in airing and studying 

many of these issues. J ° 

THE ZAPRUDER 
FILM and 

The President's 

Wounds 
by David Lifton 

1.1 maintain that the issue of whether the Zapruder film 

has been altered is going to come down to the following mea- 
surable and testable matters: 

a. Densitometry conducted on what appears to be the 
blacked out area at the back of the head (which is par- 
ticularly obvious in the reversal 35mm prints I had made, 
directly from the Weitzman 35mm original, in which thp 
blacked out area reproduces as a white area, tracking 
the back of the head from frame to frame, in much 
same way that TV broadcasts today obscure the face of 
someone whose picture they do not wish broadcast, for 
legal reasons) 
b. Expert optical studies conducted on the original Za- 
pruder film to find out why the area between thp sprocket 
holes has a different ‘‘tint,” when the original is laid out 
on a-table at the National Archives. Experts (e.g., from 
Kodak) should be able to render an opinion as to whether 
this is something associated with the mechanism of the 
camera (which I greatly doubt) or whether it is in fact an 
artifact created in connection with the fabrication of a 
35mm master (to be reduced to a “camera original 8”) 
and in which material was deliberately inserted in the 

sprocket hole area because, to leave that area hlanlcj would 
immediately expose the fraud. 
c. A comparison of the “home movie” side of thp film with 
the “assassination side” of the film, to see whether, mi- 
croscopically, the “slit structure” matches. (Remember: 
they are like side A and B of a typewriter ribbon; and 
therefore, the home movie side would also have to be ed- 
ited so that, when slit, it would match, at thp microscopic 
level). 

2. Obviously, David Mantik’s measurements from which he 
concludes that there is monotonic magnifinatinn of the up- 
per part of the frame should be carefully tested, and with 
control studies if possible. I don't believe that any assertion 
made by Robert Groden about this area (or any other, as a 
matter of fact) should be relied upon—and particularly any 
assertions he makes regarding any “control” film made dur- 
ing tiie filming of JFK (i.e., the so-called Larry Howard film) 

The above statement stems from my personal experi- 
ence with Groden and his lack of credibility, in general (de- 
tails available upon request). As to the Z film in particular, 
the fact that Groden has had over 25 years of exposure on 
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various occasions to the original Zapruder film (at the NYC 
lab, EFX for example)—on one occasion proudly snipping off 
a piece of that original (yes, from the original leader), which 
he showed me with great pride at his home, as if he had a 
ockofhairfrom the body of JFK-and yet failed to notice 

(or, if he did, failed to report) that the left hand side of the 
fflm (m the intra-sprocket hole area) had a different tint 
should be enough of a commentary on Groden's powers of 
observation or lack of competence or both. And note: Groden 
has for some 20 years or more maintained that it is the ex- 
istence of image m this area—the very area where the opti- 
ca! properties are different and the film evinces this pecu- 
har “tint”—that “proves” (Groden’s quote) that it's an origi- 

3. Having worked with the original 35 mm Weitzman nega- 
tive (Weitzman was the fellow in charge at EFX), I 

the head does indeed turn at least 135 degrees in two frames. 
Moreover, if Groden will surrender that item (which was re- 
turned to Weitzman after I used it in 1990, and then given 
by Weitzman to Groden) and which Groden now denies(un- 
der oath, as I understand it) that he has (and not only that 
35mm item, but all the remaining 35mm Weitzman Z 
mternegatiyes [some half-dozen more, based on what 
Weitzman told me back in 1990) then it will be easier to get 
an objective “jury” to look at what we might call “best evi- 
dence and verify that my perception (which agrees with Noel 
Twyman, and others) is in feet accurate. 

We cannot do this work if—with respect to these key 
35mm Z mtemegatives made back in 1967—a key person in 
this affair behaves like a compulsive collector rather than a 
mature researcher. 

4. Ifacontrol study is done with a car coming down the street, 
lurching to a quick halt, and then accelerating afterward, I 
maintain it would be rather elementary, on an optical printer 
to remove the stop. That is exactly what optical printers caA 
be utilized to accomplish—in effect, in an edit of this type 
selecting a subset of frames to produce on a duplicate film’ 
So let’s add that to the “to do” list of control studies that 
ought to be done. Computer simulations are well and good, 
but let’s do the actual thing; and see what it looks like. 

Personally, I do not believe a computer study can prove 
that an optical printer cannot do this and do so credibly; but 
will concede the point if a control study filming an actual car 
going down Elm Street establishes for some reason a car 
stop cannot be removed (and credibly). Moreover, to those 
who argue things would “move faster,” I respond that they 
do!: (1) The head snap (by Art and Margaret Snyder’s work) 
is too fast to come from a bullet and (2) The head turn (though 
some disagree) is exactly the effect that one would expect 

5. Regarding the white spot on the lawn (which Tbdd Vaughn 
informs me he suspects is the “discarded white paper ‘peel- 
off’ from the first Moorman photograph,” an explanation I 
find highly plausible): 

a. I commend Cecil Jones who found the white spot on 
the lawn depicted in Bothun #4 (on page 156 ofPictairPs 
gfthe Pain) and which I now learn has been known and 
commented upon for some years by Tbdd Vaughn. I m*,!™ 
the following commentary: ^ 

(1) Contraiy to Jim Fetzer, I never believed that if 
this item was inserted—its purpose was to make the limn 

“move ; the limo “moves” by virtue of the fact that (if an 
optical printer was used then) a subset of frames was se- 
lected m which the car’s position moves up the street. 
While the white piece of paper makes the movement more 
obvious (more easily visible, or measurable, if you will) it 
is not the white spot that makes the limn “move.” It is the 
selected subset of film frames, and the fact that the car 
has advanced up the street from frame to frame. 

(2) Consequently, when (at the “closed” Lancer Z- 
mm symposium) I first saw David Mantik’s discoveiy that 
the wfete item was absent in the frames as published in 

MLti, but present on the Zapruder film (qua film-ie on 
Hie Archives slide set, or on the Weitzman 35mm nega- 

SrVe ^f,the 0rlginal 8mm>. I concluded that, if David Msmtak s interpretation was correct (i.e„ that it had been 
added) then it must have been added to make the motion 
more readily visible (or perhaps as an internal reference 
pomt to those doing the illicit manipulation). 

However, if the white item was not "added" to the 
film but in fact "subtracted from" (i.e., painted out of) 
those particular frames as published in UE1—then the 
true explanation may be found by reversing (or “invert- 
ing, Im not sure which metaphor is better) the argu- 
ment, to wit: 6 

CONJECTURE: that the alteration of the film took 
some tune; that a “subset” of frames was in effect “approved 
for release within the first 72 hours (for publication in LIFE1 
and that in those specific frames, the white paper item was 
removed because the reassembly of the frames as a motion 
picture film had not yet occurred, and this very visible and 
obvious spatial reference point may have been seen as possi- 
bly troublesome (i.e., restrictive, in the future; in a final syn- 

thesis of the frames as a motion picture film). 
6. In any event, the following two things need to be 

investigated (and I would think the second one is easy): 
a. ’Hie best possible copies of LIFE for 11/29/63 ought to 
be located, to test the “subtraction* hypothesis—i.e., to 
see if riiere is any evidence of airbrushing on the frames 
(as published) at the spot in the lawn where, in the film 
itself, this white piece of paper appears; moreover, the 
same study ought to be undertaken in connection with 
the 10/64 “Warren Report” issue, in which some of the 

? . 68 appear‘(It 8eems.highly unlikely to me that LIEE s editors would reach in with their paintbrushes and, 
for some innocent reason, remove a piece of litter lying on 
the grass in Dealey Plaza). Does anyone really believe 
such an erasure—if it occurred—is innocent?? 
b. On or about 11/28/63, the Associated Press (or UPI, I’m 
not sure) released a wire service stoiy (accompanied by 
pictures) about the film, and (as I recall) included those 
same frames published in T.ife 

Therefore, I suggest: 
First,- that those frames—released via the wire ser- 

VV'f to be carefully examined, to see whether the 
white item appears in them (i.e. to see whether whatever 
was done to eliminate it was peculiar to life, or extended to 
wire service dissemination as well) 

Second: I would like to call to everyone’s attention the 
fact that in the press release accompanying those frames— 
ne., a release quoted in the 11/28 or 11/29/63 story—it is 
pointed out that the President’s head moves slightly forward, 
in response to the fatal shot. This to me is a remarkable 
statement inasmuch as the slight forward motion was inde- 
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With Dr. Richard FeymnanTbefore7^1 TtCommission:attorneys (just as lied it 
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a general overview of J<SmF KenL^ys^^tT1 ^^77 We’d been asked by JFK Lancer to present 

students and newcomers to the field of JFK assassination re- ’ ™ aftermatb to an assembled group of high school 

and GIem l^ off tbe presentation by taking a look at the life ^ tunes of John F. Kennedy, including what was happening 

den™r7 ““TTJ^.111 the 1960s during Kennedy’s presi- ^.GleMconduded his part of the presentation discussing 
Jr K s tnp to Texas and the reasons behind it. 

Jamie picked up with the motorcade through downtown 

tbe assassination, the rush to Parkland Hospital, and 

^ £ Wasimgtoa, D.C. He covered the various investi- ^rions of the assassination, the numerous conspiracies and 

coverups, andlisted some of the possible perpetrators. He ended 
the presentation with a vigorous call to action by everyone in- 

teested^m seeking the truth behind the murder of Resident 

the ^ Lancer Conference, we also toured both the Sixth Floor Museum and The Conspiracy Museum, and were 

, 7 7T \ery imP^essed by tbe presenters and the overall 
content of the bancer Conference, and met many wonderful 
peorie dfidlCfltpf) fn arilvm«r -f>ltA  : * i . _   

SPECIAL OFFER ON ZANE CD-ROMS 

installations ha^i^a^M^ or Ma° comPatible-requires no 
Rusconi (Director of Research for the film. JFK1 Contains « Assassination researchers Bob Harris and Jane 
government investigations and hundreds of’photos and documeVranp*9^0*7Bdia feature presentation, with testimony from 
age. If bought separately; $14.95 document pages. Questions and tests for the classroom. Perfect for any 

paSSmo^^^ 
cor^bjg-requires no installation or hard disk space IfZ?^ and °Ver 11000 Photos-Windows or Mac 

^ 2f"e Poblishing*More than 780 comprehensive analy- 

tions of Lincoln, Gandhi, Kennedy Malcolm X^LxTndRF^M 6rt^ paSes“includin9 the assassina- 


